Lake Wales Ridge
This time we concentrated on places located on or near the Lake Wales
Ridge, a narrow strip of ancient sand dunes averaging 15 miles wide that
stretch for about 110 miles down the central Florida peninsula.
The ridge originated as a series of sand islands formed more than a
million years ago. It was once believed that these sand islands formed
when sea level was higher than today, but scientists now believe that the
Lake Wales Ridge was probably uplifted due to the huge weight of ice
sheets during the last glacial period, through a process known as isostatic
depression.
The numbers indicate approximate locations of places depicted below.
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Lake Wales Ridge—2
Archbold Biological Station

These buildings were designed and built during 1930-1935 by Alexander
Blair for the Red Hill Estate of John A. Roebling II, son of Washington A.
Roebling, who built the Brooklyn Bridge. The industrial vernacular
buildings (structures meant to house industrial activities) were
constructed of poured concrete to withstand hurricanes and the humid
sub-tropical conditions. The largest building, with its distinctive sawtooth roof, features an original seven-unit storehouse and attached twostory residence. In 1941, Roebling donated the buildings and surrounding
estate to Richard Archbold (1907-1976), a famous aviator, explorer, and
patron of science. Here he founded Archbold Biological Station, a worldrenowned facility dedicated to ecological research and conservation. The
Roebling buildings were converted to laboratories and offices. The Station
manages a 9000-acre preserve of international conservation importance,
a globally threatened ecosystem, which harbors the Florida scrub. (From a
sign at the Archbold Biological Station near Venus, FL)

Richard Archbold
From a mural in Lake
Placid, about 15 miles
north of Archbold
Biological Station

Lake Wales Ridge-3
Past the balconies of the Inn on the Lakes at Sebring the sunrise painted
the sky, Little Lake Jackson reflected the clouds in front of the rookery,
and palm trees waved in the breeze.

Marian-Ortolf Bagley
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The Rookery at Little Lake Jackson
White Ibises fly in at evening and out at sunrise to the same
roost on a peninsula in Little Lake Jackson, accompanied by
cormorants and by snowy, great, and green egrets.
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Laughing Gulls at Lake Okeechobee
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Lake Placid Farmers’ Market
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Solomon’s Castle
In 1972 Howard Solomon
came from the Bahamas
and started building his
castle in the “wilds” of
central Florida. The castle
and everything inside it
was made by Mr. Solomon
from junk. The entire
outside of the structure is
covered with discarded
aluminum printing plates.

Designed as a 16th century galleon, the Boat in the Moat, is the restaurant.

Lake Wales Ridge—8
Zolfo Springs, FL

Lakes Wales Ridge—9
Bok Tower Gardens
In 1921 the editor of Ladies Home Journal, Edward W. Bok, and his wife
decided to create a bird sanctuary on the highest elevation (298 feet) of
the Lake Wales Ridge.
Bok secured the services of landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted
Jr., to create the gardens. The 205-foot neo-Gothic and art deco Singing
Tower was designed by architect Milton B. Medary and ornately crafted by
stone sculptor Lee O. Lawrie, with metalwork by Samuel Yellin. The
Tower houses a marvelous carillon; it has 60 bells ranging in weight from
16 pounds to nearly 12 tons. The carillon was designed and built in 1928
by John Taylor Bellfoundry, Ltd.
The gardens were dedicated on February 1, 1929, by President Calvin
Coolidge.
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Bok Tower Gardens: The Singing Tower
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